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The primary basis currently used by the gas turbine community for heat
transfer analysis of turbine airfoils is experimental data obtained in linear
cascades. These data have been very valuable in identifying the major heat
transfer and fluid flow features of turbine airfoils. The question remains,
however, as to how well cascade data translate to the rotating turbine stage.
It is known from the work of Lokay and Trushin (ref. 1) that average heat
transfer coefficients on the rotor may be as much as 40 percent above the
values measured on the same blades without rotation. Recent work by Dunn and
Rolt (ref. 2) supports the conclusions of reference 1. It is widely recog-
nized that at this time a need exists for a set of heat transfer data from a
rotating system which is of sufficient detail to allow careful local compari-
sons between static cascade and rotor blade distributions. It is important
that this data set include sufficient flow field documentation to support the
computer analyses being developed today.
Other important questions include the impact of both random and periodic
unsteadiness on both the rotor and stator airfoil heat transfer. The random
unsteadiness arises from stage inlet turbulence and wake generated turbulence
and the periodic unsteadiness arises from blade passing effects. A final
question is the influence, if any, of the first stator row and first stator
inlet turbulence on the heat transfer of the second stator row after the flow
has been passed through the rotor.
0OBJECTIVES
The first program objective has been to abtain a detailed set of heat
transfer coefficients along the midspan of a stator and a rotor in a rotating
turbine stage (fig. I). The experimental program was designed such that the
rotor data _oald be compared directly with data taken in a static cascade.
The data are compared to a standard analysis of blade boundary layer heat
transfer which is widely available today. In addition to providing this all-
important comparison between rotating and stationary data, this experiment
provides important insight to the more elaborate full three-dimensional
programs being proposed for future research. A second program objective has
been to obtain a detailed set of heat transfer coefficients along the midspan
of a stator located in the wake of an upstream turbine stage. The axial
location of the second stator relative to the upstream turbine stage is shown
in figure 2. Particular focus here was on the relative circumferential
location of the first and second stators. Both program objectives were
carried out at two levels of inlet turbulence. The low level was on the order
of I percent while the high level of approximately I0 percent is more typical
of combustor exit turbulence intensity. The final program objective is to
improve the analytical capability to predict the experimental data.
DESCRIPTIONOF EXPERIMENT
1. Turbine Facility
All experimental work for this program was conducted in the United
Technologies Research Center Large Scale Rotating Rig (LSRR) shown in figure
2. This test facility was designed for conducting detailed experimental
investigations of flow within turbine and compressor blading. Primary
considerations were to provide a rig which would: (I) be of sufficient size
to permit a high degree of resolution of three-dimensional flows, (2) possess
a high degree of flexibility in regard to the configurations which can be
tested, and (3) enable measurements to be made directly in the rotating frame
of reference.
The facility is of the open circuit type with flow entering through a 12-
ft diameter inlet. A 6-in. thick section of honeycomb is mounted at the inlet
face to remove any cross flow effects. The inlet smoothly contracts the cress
section diameter down to 5-ft. Flow is then passed through a series of three
fine mesh screens to reduce the turbulence level. Immediately downstream of
the screens is a telescoping section which slides axially and permits access
to the test section. The test section consists of an axial series of constant
diameter casings enclosing the turbine, compressor or, fan model assemblies.
The casings are wholly or partially transparent, which facilitates flow
visualization and laser-Doppler-velocimeter studies. The rotor shaft is
cantilevered from two downstream bearings thus providing a clean flow path to
the most upstream row of test airfoils. Axial length of the test section is
36-in. _ne rotor is driven or braked by a hydraulic pump and motor system
which is capable of maintaining shaft speeds up to 890 rpm. Downstream of the
test section flow passes through an annular diffuser into a centrifugal fan
and is subsequently exhausted from the rig. A vortex valve is mounted at the
fan inlet face for flow rate control.
2. Airfoil Coordinates and Aerodynamics
The surface hub, midspan, and tip coordinates (x,y) of the three airfoil
rows (stator I, rotor and stator 2) are given in Tables I, 2, and 3 respec-
tively. The aerodynamic documentation of the turbine stage indicated that all
parameters were very close to data obtained during prior testing with this
turbine model, reference 3. As an example, the first stator and rotor
pressure distributions are shown in figures 3a and 3b for the case with the
small (15%) axial gap, at the design flow coefficient (Cx/U m = 0.78), and
with the inlet turbulence generating grid installed. Agreement with a two-
dimensional potential fl_w calculation (ref. 4) at this midspan location is
excellent. The computed surface velocity distributions are used as the input
to the suction and pressure surface boundary layer calculations (refs. 5, 6).
The resulting calculated suction and pressure surface Stanton number distribu-
tions are presented along with the measured results in Volumes I thru III.
3. Inlet Turbulence
As part of the present contract heat transfer distributions through the
LSRR turbine blading were examined for both low and high ievels of inlet
turbulence. Throughout this report the low and high levels are referred to as
"grid out" and "grid in" respectively. With the test facility configured in
the minimum inlet turbulence arrangement (grid out) the inlet turbulence was
approximately 0.5% at an axial location 22% of axial chord ahead of the first
stator leading edge. Higher levels of inlet turbulence were produced by
installing a biplane grid upstream of the first stator. The turbulence
generator consisted of a nearly square array lattice of three concentric rings
spaced uniformly in the radial direction with 80 radial bars evenly spaced
circumferentially. Both the rings and radial bars were of nearly square I/2
inch cross-sections. The mesh spacing of the bars was 2.1 inches radially and
4.5 degrees (2.1 in. at mid-annulus) circumferentially. With the grid
installed at the inlet turbulence intensity was typically 9.8%. The spanwise
distributions at four different circumferential locations (relative to the
stator leadit._ ge) are shown in figure 4. The data indicate that the turbu-
lence is spatially uniform, nearly isotropic, and temporally (long time
average) steady. This is representative of the level of turbulence measured
at the exit of aircraft gas turbine combustors.
4. Heat Transfer Instrumentation
Heat transfer measurements were obtained in this study using low conduc-
tivity rigid foam castings of the test airfoils. A uniform heat flux was
generated on the surface of the foam test airfoils using electrically heated
metal foil strips attached to the model surface. Conduction and radiation
effects produced small departures fro_ complete uniformity. Local airfoil
surface temperatures were measured using thermocouples welded to the back of
the foil while the air temperature was measured using the rmocouples in the air
stream. The secondary junctions to copper wire were all made on Uniform
Temperature Reference blocks (Kaye Instruments, UTR-48N) and the data were
recorded using a Hewlett-Packard 300 channel data acquisition unit
(3497A/3498A), and an ice point reference (Kaye Instruments, K140-4). A 212
ring slip-ring unit (Wenden Co.) was used to bring heater power onto the rotor
and to bring out the thermocouple data. Instrumentation locations for the
first stage stator and rotor are given in figures 5a and 5b. Locations for





5. AeroOynamic Instrumentation and Data
The steady aerodynamic measurements'consisted of hub and casing flowpath
static pressures acquired downstream of each airfoil row, midspan surface
static pressure distributions obtained on each airfoil and circumferential
distributions of total and static pressures and the flow yaw and pitch angles
obtained from a 5 hole pneumatic probe (United Sensors USC-F-152) traverse
downstream of each airfoil row. The hub and casing flowpath static pressures
and probe traverse data were acquired at station_ 2, 3 and 4 (fig. 2). The
location of the airfoil surface static pressure measurement sites is given in
Tables 7 through 9 in terms of the axial distance (DIST = X/Bx) from the
airfoil leading edge tangency plane.
A dedicated online Perkin Elmer (PE 8/16E) minicomputer controls the
online calibration of all pressure transducers (Druck model PDCR-22), radial
and circumferential positioning and yaw nulling of stationary and rotating
frame probes (United Sensors USC-F-152) and the acquisition and online reduc-
tion of all steady aerodynamic data. Electrical commanication with the
rotating frame instrumentation package, transducers and traverse system was
through a Fabricast (model 1273) slip-ring assembly mounted on the rotor drive
shaft.
High response inter-row velocity and unsteadiness measurements were made
by traversing a radially oriented, single element hot film probe (Thermo
Systems Inc., TSI model 1211-20) downstream of each airfoil row (stations 2, 3
and 4, fig. 2) at midspan. The probe was calibrated from 40 to 200 feet per
second, was powered by a TSI Model 1050 anemometer and was traversed in the
stationary frame of r@ference. Positioning of the hot film probe and data
acquisition was controlled by the PE 8/16E minicomputer.







Inlet turbulence (Grid In)
Heat transfer instrumentation
5-Hole probe traverse data
Hot-Film probe traverse data
Tables I through 3
Tables 4 through 6
Tables 7 through 9, and
Figures 3, and 6 through 14
Table 10
Figures l and 2
Figure 4
Figure 5
Figures 15 through 32
Figures 33 through 41
A brief overview of the tables and figures containing the aerodynamic data
follows: -.
Flowpath Static Pressures
The hub, mean and outer casing flowpath static pressures at the exit of
the first stator, the rotor and the second stator are presented in Tables 4,
5, and 6 respectively. The hub and outer casing flowpath pressures preJented
are averages based on measured pressures and account for blade-to-blade as
well as circumferential (annulus) variations. The mean (i.e. midspan)
flowpath static pressure is calculated from a free vortex distrib:.tion between
the measured hub and outer casing flowpath static pressures (pitch and annulus
averages). Results are shown for all three flow coefficients (Cx/U m =
0.68, 0.78, 0.96), for two first stator/rotor axial spacings (x/B x = 0.15
and 0.50) and for two inlet turbulence levels (grid out and grid in).
Airfoil Pressure Distributions
Turbine stage (first stator and rotor) airfoil midspan pressure distribu-
tions obtained at all three flow coefficients and at axial spacings of 15 and
50 percent axial chord are presented in Tables 7a,b and 8a,b respectively.
Tables 7a and 8a contain the data acquired with the grid out; Tables 7b and
8b contain the data acquired with the grid in. The second stator midspan
pressure distributions acquired with the grid out and with the grid in for a
first stator/rotor axial spacing of 50 percent are presented in Tables 9a and
9b respectively. In all tables (7 through 9), the static pressure coefficient
(Cps) is tabulated along with the axial distance (DIST = X/B x) from the
airfoil leading edge tangency plane. The base pressures measured on each
airfoil at midspan are also included in the appropriate data set.
The airfoil midspan pressure distribution data are plotted as the symbols
in figures 3, and 6 through 14. In figures b through 11, all the data sets
are presented in terms of a pressure coefficient based on the inlet (station
1) total pressure and the first stator exit (station 2) dynamic pressure, Q2.
This permits all of the airfoil data to be compared directly on the same
basis. From these results it is clear that the addition of the grid had
little impact on the airfoil midspan pressure distributions. Also, it is
evident that the first stator midspan pressure distribution was virtually the
same at all three flow coefficients. The abbreviations (aS, PS, TE, BP, CG2,
CGTI) on the right hand side of the figures represent suction surface,
pressuxe surface, trailing edge, base pressure, airfoil exit static pressure
and the rotor inlet relative total pressure respectively. In figures 3 (grid
in) and 12 through 14 (grid out), the data is presented along with the results
of a potential flow -ulation (Ref. 4). 8ere, the pressure coefficient is




The average total (UT) , periodic (Up) and random (U R) unsteadiness at a
single radlal/circumferential hot film traverse location in the turbine model
are defined in Table 10a. Vk(t) represents the instantaneous film speed
measured with a radially oriented single element hot film probe during a
specific rotor revolution. It is composed of a periodic component, V(t_ and a
random component, v_(t). Vo is the time average speed at this location. At
each radial/circumferential traverse location at stations 2, 3, and 4 (fig.
2), one hundred sets (Nre v = 100) of instantaneous speed data were acquired
and processed (ensemble and time averaged) to obtain the midspan circumferen-
tial distributions of average total, periodic and random unsteadiness
presented in figures 33 through 41. Measurements were made at all three flow
coefficients with the grid out and with the grid in. The midspan circumferen-
tial distributions of the average total, periodic and randcm unsteadiness were
pitch averaged and the results are summarized in Tables 10b, 10c, and 10d for
the flow coefficients of 0.68, 0.78 and 0.96 respectively.
5-Hole Probe Traverse Data
A single 5 hole pneumatic probe (United Sensor model USC-F-152) was
traversed circumferentially at midspan to measure total and static pressures
and the flow yaw and pitch angles downstream of each airfoil (stations 2, 3
and 4). The resulting circumferential distributions taken over two first
stator pitches are presented in figures 15 through 32. The results obtained
with the grid out and with the grid in at three flow coefficients are
presented for each airfoil (first stator, rotor and second stator).
The results for each airfoil are pre_ented in the same sequence as that
which follows for data in the absolute frame downstream of the first stator
(for flow coefficients of 0.68, 0.78 and 0.96).
Figure S_mbol Quantity Grid
15a-c CPTABS Total pressure Out
CTOT Flow speed
16a-c CPS Static pressure Out
CX/UM Axial velocity
17a-c YAWABS Flow yaw angle Out
PHI Flow pitch angle
18a-c CPTABS Total pressure In
CTOT Flow speed
r.








For the data in the rotating frame downstream of the rotor these quantities
are as follows, CPTREL, _rrOT, CPS, CX/UN, YAWREL, and PRI.
Rot Film Probe Traverse Data
The midspan circumferential distributions of ensemble-time averaged flow
speed (VTAVG) and unsteadiness (total, periodic and random) at the exit of
each airfoil are presented in figures 33 through 4l. These results were
obtained with the grid out and with the grid in by traversing a radially
oriented single element hot film probe over two first stator pitches down-
stream of each airfoil row. Figures 33a to 35b show the results for the first
stator, rotor and second stator at a flow coefficient of 0.68 with the grid
out and with the grid in. The results obtained at flow coefficients 0.78 and
0.96 are presented in figures 36a and 39a to 41b respectively.
Access to AerodYnamic Data
Copies of the aerodynamic data can be obtained by contacting Robert Dring






















pressure coefficient (based on turbine inlet total pressure and
%m)




dynamic pressure based on Um
surface arc length from trailing edge
streamwise velocity
rotor midspan wheel speed
stage inlet flow velocity
unsteadiness (T: total, R: random, and P: periodic) (_T = _R + _P)







absolute flow angle from axial
relative flow angle from axial
density
flow coefficient (Cx/U m)
pressure coefficient (based on turbine inlet total pressure and
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X(ins. ) YL (ins.) Yu(ins- )
! O.O00m9 5.98844 5.98844
2 0.05_32 5.16650 6.21038
0.11864 [.68598 6.29089
4 ,).17,96 5.63254 6.34433
0.2372_ 5.59498 _.38189
0.29660 5.56902 6.40786
" 0.35592 5.55114 G.42556
0.41524 5.53364 6.44182
9 0.47456 5.51555 6.45743
i0 0.53388 5.49688 6.47239
ii 0,59320 5.47760 6.48668
12 0.74150 5.42681 6.51919
13 0.88980 5.37219 e.54678
14 i 0381C 5.31366 _.56894
15 1.18640 5.25111 6.58508
16 1.33470 5.18440 6.59454
17 1.48300 5.11341 6.59667
18 1.63170 5.03800 6.59063
1_ 1.7796_ 4.95798 6.57559
_ 1.9279C 4.87318 6.55065
21 2.0762C 4.78]]9 6.51481
£_ 2.22450 4.68839 _.46704
2_ 2.3728C 4.58791 6.40627
24 2.52110 4.48160 6.33143
2_ 2.66940 4.36922 6.24143
26 2.81770 4.25033 6.13530
C7 2.96600 4.12450 6.01210
28 3.11430 3.99119 5.87111
29 3.26260 3.84973 5.71175
30 3.41090 ].69938 5.53366
31 3.55920 3.53930 5._3677
32 3.70750 3.36863 5.12118
?_ 3.8558(' 3.18656 4.88723
34 4.0041C 2.99229 4.635]4
_ 4.1524[ 2.78525 4.36603
3_ 4.30070 2.56517 4.07986
37 4.44900 2.33245 3.77749
_n _.&q73(, 2.08792 3.459_8
39 _.74560 1.83271 3.12684
40 4.89]t0 1,56797 2.78000
41 5.04220 1.29464 2.41981
42 5.1905C 1.01365 2 04697
41 5.33880 0.72592 1.66229
•;: 5.39812 0.60905 1.50524
_5 5.a5744 0.49120 1.34645
4f 5.51676 0.3724] 1.18595
47 5.57608 0.25271 1.02380
48 5.6354[ 0.13213 0.86004
4_ 5.69472 0.01077 0.69471
50 5.75404 -0.08624 0.52183
%1 5.81336 -0.I0952 0.35b17
5Z 5.87268 -0.09/55 0.18_66
53 5.93200 0.00001 0.00001
12



















i O.O000C 6.80766 6.80756
2 0.U5932 6.44830 7.15365
3 0.11864 6.43405 7.17319
4 0.17796 6.41912 7.19210
0.2372_ 6.40354 7.21034
6 0.29660 6.38729 7.22791
0.35592 6.3703_ 7.24476
8 0.4152_ 6.35273 7.26089
U.47456 6.33441 7.27624
,C ".53388 6.31540 7.29080
!' 0.5932C' 6.29568 7.30453
1_ 0.7415C' 6.24325 7.33502
"3 0.88980 6.18623 7.35957
': 1.0331e 6.12447 7.37758
15 1.18640 6.05781 7.38835
16 i.]3470 5.98603 7.39114
_" 1.48300 5.90896 7.385]3
i_ 1.63136 5.82633 7.36940
":" !'_96_ 5.7378 _ 7.34300
20 1.92790 5.64326 7.30490
LL 2.07620 5.54212 7.25403
22 2.22450 5.43404 7.18927
2_ 2.37280 5.31852 7.10949
_', 2.52110 5.19498 7.01363
2_ 2.66940 5.06273 6.90066
26 2.81770 4.92096 6.76967
27 2.96600 4.76873 6.61989
28 3.11430 4.60490 6.45078
29 3.26260 4.42825 6.26202
30 3.41090 4.23771 6.05354
31 3.55920 4.03254 5.82550
32 3.70750 3.81279 5.57826
3 _ 3.85580 3.57948 5.31230
34 4.00410 3.33397 5.02816
35 4.15240 3.07798 4.72650
36 4.30070 2.81269 4.40803
3_ 4.44900 2.53937 4.07350
_c ,:.5073n 2.25873 3.72369
_9 4.74560 1.97172 3.35942
40 4.89390 1.67884 2.98147
41 5.04220 1.38062 2.59066
;2 5.19C5_ 1.07737 2.18773
4_ 5.33880 0.76951 1.77352
44 5.39812 0.64517 1.60482
45 5.45744 0.52020 1.43448
46 5.51676 0.39451 1.26252
47 5.57608 0.26816 1.08901
4_ 5.63510 0.14117 0.91397
49 5.69472 0.01364 0.73745
qO 5.75404 -0.11456 0.55950
ql 5.81336 -0.24329 0.38014
52 5.87268 -0.37263 0.19943











































































































































































































































X(ins ) YL (ins.) VU (ins.)
" O.O000C 2.84604 2.86604
2 0.06341 2.66555 3.08102
3 0.12682 2.59706 ].21151
4 0.19C22 2.55545 3.33!8"
% ?.25364 2.53057 3.4434_
6 0.3170_ 2.518_I ].5472Z
_.38C4( 2._18q2 3.;44"-
9 0.4438- 2.53062 3.73464
z n.5_2f 2.5_5q ? t._ln<r,
i" 0.5706S 2.59558 3.89912
{_ O ._ "{4!_ 2.6 _74" 3.9738_
0.79262 2.73147 4.14166
_J 0.95115 2.81137 4.28528
14 1.1096" 2.87832 4.40_73
l_ 1.26820 2.93322 4.51126
16 1.42672 2.97676 4.59755
I" 1.58_25 3.00948 4.66_9_
i_ 1.74377 3.03180 4.72339
!9 1.9023C 3.04408 4._64--
2_ 2.06082 3.04653 4.7926 _
21 2.21935 3.03939 4.80757
22 2.37";87 3.02278 4.80981
Z3 2.5364[ 2.99681 4.79963
2< 2.69492 2.96157 4.77_15
?= 2.85345 2.91708 4.74242
2£ 3.01197 2.86339 4.6953_
2_ 3.17050 2.80050 4.63584
28 3.32902 2.72831 4.56359
_ 3.48755 2.64670 4.47823
30 3.6460_ 2.55547 4.37924
_i 3.80460 2.45445 4.26599
_2 3.96312 2.34348 4.13761
: 4.1_16., 2.2_34 3.99304
3; 4.2801 _ 2.09081 ].83080
{= 4.43870 1.94860 3.649¢.3
36 4.59722 1.795_5 3.44572
37 4.75575 1.63070 3.21968
';.91_2 _ 1,4=4n¢ 2.9_[ _
39 5.07280 1.26487 2.69996
40 5.23132 1.06245 2.40938
41 5.38985 0.84595 2.10143
42 5.5483" 0.61435 I.'_8_c
43 5.70690 0.36649 i._4378
:: 5.7703' C.26245 1.]068_
45 5.83372 0.i_541 1.16841
46 5.89713 0.04543 1.02861
47 5.96054 -0.06777 0.88753
';_ 6.62395 0.16117 0._4%2 _
4_ 6.087]a -0.19892 0 601Q4
%L. 6.15077 -0.20989 0.45759
_I 6.21418 -0.19908 0.112_
5, 6.27759 -0.16158 0 16621
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TABLE 4

















Cps = (PTo - P) / QUm
GRID
IN/OUT XIBx HUB RERN = OUTER CRSING
O:)T 8.15 4.386 3.588 3.874
IN 8.15 4.927 4.225 3.722
OUT 8.58 4.186 3.395 2,887
IN 8.58 5.848 4.270 3.720
OUT 8.15 5.616 4.680 4.810
IN 6.15 6.518 5.599 4.942
OUT 0.58 5.414 4.477 3.886
IN 8.58 6.589 5.592 4.879
OUT 8.15 8.S95 7.261 6.235
IN 6.15 9.826 8.468 7.497
OUT 8.58 8.129 6.736 5.739
IN 8.58 9.892 8.422 7.370
. Calculzted from a free vorte_ distribution between the leasured hub and





FLOWPATH STATIC PRESSURES AT ROTOR EXIT (STA. 3)
CPs = (PTo - P) / QUm
GRID
RUNIPT _) IN/OUT XIRx HUB MERN * OUTER CASING
8.G813/I OUT 0.15 5.271 5.308 5.334
31/2 IN 8.15 G.024 5.984 5,956
79/I OUT 8.58 5.042 5.861 5.075
83/3 IN 8.58 5,951 5.971 5.982
12/1 8.78 OUT 8.15 B.729 G.709 B.G94
38/3 IN 0.15 7.832 7.709 7.G21
88/4 OUT 8.50 6.535 6.509 G.490
82/2 IN 0.50 7.G38 7.G05 7.G32
14/1 0.G OUT 8.15 9,751 9.791 9.819
3212 IN 0.15 11.491 11.245 II.OG3
81/2 OUT 0.50 9.514 9.352 9.23G
81/? IN 0.50 11.286 11.108 10.930
e Calculated from a free vortex Distribution between the measured hub and
outer caslng flowpath static pressures (pltch and aqnulus averages).
22
TABLE 6
FLOWPATH STATIC PRESSURES AT 2ND STATOR EXIT (STA. 4)
CPs = (PTo - P) / OUm
GRID
RUN/PT _ IN/OUT X/Bx HUB MEQN I
13/I B.B8 OUT 8.15 5.405 5.3?7 5.35?
31/2 IN 8.15 G.Bal 5.991 5.955
96/4 OUT 8.58 7.606 7.009 6.582
90/2 IN 9.58 8.717 8_079 7.623
12/I 6.78 OUT 8.15 G.871 G.777 6.710
30/3 IN 8.15 7.807 7.724 7.684
87/i OUT 8.59 9.690 8.924 S.377
89/2 IN 8.50 ii.133 10.311 9.?22
14/I 8.96 OUT 8.15 I0.258 10.017 9.84E
32/2 IN 0.15 11.458 11.227 11.OGl
88/I OUT 8.50 14.157 12.942 12.074
88/3 IN 0.50 16.207 14.914 t4.828
OUTER CQSING
m Calculated from a free vortex _istrlbutlon between the measured hub and









































CP3 3 ¢ • "--_7






0. _-,';; 6. 370






















CP = (PTO - P)! 112pUre 2
= 078 ¢ = 096
STATOIR- 1 STATOR- 1
0.000 .000
_TION LIRFkQ[ $UCT!OI,,i SURFACE
gIST '2PS ClST CF'E
0.012 i Bg_ O.O:Z 3.3k>g0.070 ." 0.070 4.4¢5
0.Z51 4.8_;7 O.Z_I 7.507
0.426 6.Q41 0.4_6 10._.._
O. 5_4 &._19 0.554 10.0_7
O. e,._l 6.0¢! 0.¢,51 9.3;.2
0.734 5.589 0.734 B._BC
0.809 5.303 0.809 l.l_4
0.879 6.11G 0.879 T.(k>_
0.945 4.318 0.945 6.666
1.00_ 4.8_3 1.000 7.429
Pr<ESSUR_. SURFACE Iq_SSUk"E SL_FACE
DIST CPS DIST CPS
0,005 O, 103 0,005 O, !29
0.027 0.130 0.027 O.ZC7
0.0o6 0.285 O. Oct> 0.437
0.25: 0.292 O.Z_I 0.477
0.423 O. 3_';' 0.423 0.598
0.5o4 0.56,8 0.564 0.875
0.6_7 l .046 0.667 1.563
0.7E9 1.79_. 0.789 Z.771
0.880 Z.917 0. £'8o 4.45_
O. 967 4.73_ O. 9(>7 7.284
_AS£ PRESSURE BASE _RE
O!_l CPS giST CF3







TURBINE STAGE MIDSPAN PRESSURE DISTRIBUTIONS
AXIAL GAP: 15°/#
GRID IN












































































































































0. Z69 9. 362
0.437 9. 123
O. 578 9. Z89
0.695 9.099

















































TURBINE STAGE MIDSPAN PRESSURE DISTRIBUTIONS
AXIAL GAP: 50%
GRID OUT




















O. 005 O. 086
0.027 0,084






























O. 049 Z • 744
O. Oe9 Z._O
O. Z411 Z • 707





























O. 066 O. Z54






















O. 937 6, g89



























O. 651 8. 960
0.734 8.Z76
O. 809 7. 856
0.879 7.604





































O. 089 4. 342
0.Z48 4 ,ZBO











TABLE 8b OR/'C'/NAL PACE /8
OF POOi_ QUALITF
TURBINE STAGE MIDSPAN PRESSURE DISTRIBUTIONS
AXIAL GAP: 50%
GRID IN














0.809 4 • 878
0.879 4.713










































































































































































STATOR-2 MIDSPAN PRESSURE DISTRIBUTIONS
AXIAL GAP: 50°/o
GRID OUT


































































































STATOR- 2 MIDSPAN PRESSURE DISTRIBUTIONS
AXIAL GAP: 50%
GRID IN

























0. 679 6. 078
O. 777 • 500
0.865 _. 170






























































D ! ST CPS
0.986 15.400
f
-IIM_ _ ," - - . ._ ,m_ _ _-.r, .... _ ......
TABLE lOa








UT " Up + Ue
3O
TABLE lOb
PITCH AVERAGED UNSTEADINESS RESULTS AT Cx/Um = 0.68
1st STATOR EXIT
TOTAL V_ T RANDOM v_ R PERIODIC v_p
• GRID OUT 0.024 0.018 0.014
• GRID IN 0.034 0.030 0.014
ROTOR EXIT
• GRID OUT 0.155 0.i15 0.101
• GRID IN 0.154 0.132 0.078
2nd STATOR EXIT
• GRID OUT 0.057 0,054 0,017
• GRID IN 0.058 0.056 0.016
]1
TABLE 10c
PITCH AVERAGED UNSTEADINESS RESULTS AT Cx/Um = 0.78
1St STATOR EXIT
TOTAL _T RANDOM V_R PERIODIC V_p
• GRID OUT 0.030 0.022 0 019
• GRID IN 0.036 0.031 0.017
ROTOR EXIT
• GRID OUT 0.155 0.120 0.096
• GRID IN 0.155 0.137 0.069
2ncl STATOR EXIT
• GRID OUT 0.061 0.058 0.020
• GRID IN 0.061 0.058 0.017
32
.,_ .: '5,.-=_-_- --
• °
TABLE lOd
PITCH AVERAGED UNSTEADINESS RESULTS AT Cx/Um = 0.96
1St STATOR EXIT
TOTAL _T RANDOM V_ R PERIODIC _;
• GRID OUT 0.028 O018 0.020
• GRID IN 0,037 0.030 0020
ROTOR EXIT
• GRID OUT 0.159 0.123 0,098
• GRID IN 0.169 0.146 0.084
2nd STATOR EXIT
• GRID OUT 0.071 0.066 0.026









































































• .(1. _lN14 .
11n
'"I .i: , .,., , T , '_ , ,
O.OOQQ . OO0 O.Iogo • 0.4000 O.IDOOO Oo|OO0 O._OqPO OoelUO O.tO4DO |.OOO0
FIG. 3a
.36
. ,,=.v_ ,o_ .. -_ o
JROTOR PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION















---MEAN 9.8 _ __._ O,,0.46
! I I I











Bx = 5 932 in. TOTAL ARC LENGTH = 20 334 in
$=O It li'='13. |1 In,





















I l l 1 !
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
X --inches
NOTE -- ORIGIN OF ARC LENGTH (S) IS THE AXIAL TRAILING EDGE
(MAXIMUM XL S INCREASES MOVING COUNTERCLOCKWISE
SUCTION SURFACE AIRFOIL TCs 1-60
PRESSURE SURFACE AIRFOIL TC s 40-9/
T C # )UB x SLID. T C ¢ _/B SltBp, T C • XJ8 S_' B
1 0995 0012 39 0073 1 698 59 0084 ' 94:
2 0 968 0 096 40 0 007 1 782 60 0 092 _ 9 t-'
3 0941 0 181 41 000_ 1 791 6 _ 0 13C ' 993
m.
4 09't5 0265 42 000_ 1 799 62 0'72 2C35
5 0887 0349 43 000C 1 808 63 0209 207?
6 08_4_ 0434 44 0000 1 816 64 024( _ 2 1!9
7 0829 0518 45 0001 I 824 65 0285 2 16;
11 _ 0799 0602 46 00(32 1 833 69* 035£ 2246
15 0767 068E 47 0005 _ 84,
, 73 0 42' 2 33:
16 0735 0771 48 000_ 1 856 74 ,,_ 0484 24"4
I 7 0 7C_ 0 855 49 0 0_ _ 1 858
75 0 53_ 2 49 _,
18 0663 0939 50 0018 i _57 ?9* 05_L 2 583
• 22 =, 0620 1 024 51 0023 1 875 83 063" 266 _
215 0575 i I08 52 0030 1 883 8A 0679 2 %:
27 0524 1 192 53 0037 1 892 8f 0 723 283t
_'m 0 464 1 277 54 0 044 1 900 89* 0 764 2 9..
29 039_ 1 361 55 0052 i 909 93 08C. 3 r,x,4
33* 0324 1 445 56 0060 _ 917 94 084_ 3089
37 0 169 I 529 57 0 068 I 926 95 0 878 3 _'3
3_ 0155 16_4 58 0076 _ 934 _ 0914 3257
_7 0 949 3 342
" AT THESE AXIAL STATIONS TCs LOCATED AT 50% SPAN AND -+83, 166 AND 25% AWAY FROM MIDSPAN
5a INSTRUMENTATION DIAGRAM FOR THE FIRST STAGE STATOR
39
'z


















0 I 2 3 4 5 6
X -- inches
NOTE -- ORIC, IN O= ARC LENGTH (S) IS THE AXIAL TRAILING EDGE
(MAXIMUM ,'_). S INCREASES MOVING COUNTERCLOCKWISE
SUCTION SJRFACE AIRFOIL TC s 1-58
PRESSURE SURFACE AIRFOIL TC s 38-93
1
7
T C # X/S= St'B, I" C # X/B= SttB, T C # X/B= S t 8=
0975 0069 39 0001 1 575 59 0 139 _ 764
2 0945 0148 40. 0000 1583 60 0172 ;804
3 09'2 0227 4_ 000C 1 591 6! F211 1 843
4 0878 030(5 42 00O? 1 599 62 0251 1 883
8* 0845 0385 43 0 004" I607 63 029_ I 92;
12 0811 0&6_ 44 0007 1 615 67g 037_ 2000
13 0 773 0 542 45 0 012 _ 62_. 71 0 445 2 08£.
14 0 735 0 62' 46 0 0_ 7 1 630 "I2 0 513 2 159
15 0 69-" C 70_ 47 0 023 I 638 73 0 574 2 237
77 • 0 629 2 316
16 0643 0779 4_i 0030 1646
J 81 0 68_ 2 395
20" 0 588 O 852 49 L' 037 1 654
82 0 730 2 474
24 0 525 0 936 50 0 044 I _5_
83 0 ?74 2 553
25 0 45_5 1 0_5 51 0 052 _ 870
215 03_2 1094 52 0061 1678 8_'* 0820 263_
21 U 303 1 173 53 0 068 I 686 91 0 858 2 711
28 0 226 1 252 54 0 076 1 693 92 0 899 2 789
55 0083 1 701 93 J 0940 286832* S lt5 I 33'
345 0_5 1 4_0 56 0090 I ?09
37 004,' 1 488 5; 0 o_ _ 7_7 " AT THESe_ AXIAL STATIONS T C s LOCATED
A1 50% SPAN AND ±83 166 AtND 25%3/B 0003 1 567 _ 0 103 I 725
AWAY _ROM MIDSPAN



































FIG. 6a AIRFOIL MIDSPAN PRESSLIRE DISTRIBUTIONS,



















+ % 0 0 0
0 0




0 0 0 0
(X/U= 11.£99
3.0 I i I 1 I I I 1








FIG. 6b AIRFOIL MIDSPAN PRESSURE DISTRIBUTIONS,
































0 0 0 0














FIG. 7a AIRFOIL MIDSPAN PRESSURE DISTRIBUTIONS,
X/B× = 0.15, GRID OLIT, C×/Um = 0.2'8
_3
.4_ b,_e_ _1_ _.'_ ,I






























o 0 0 o
CX/U:. I.?lO
! I I I I I 1 I








FIG. 7b AIRFOIL MIDSPAN PRESSURE DISTRIBUTIONS,
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FIG. 8a AIRFOIL MIDSPAN PRESSURE DISTRIBUTIONS,
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FIG. 8b AIRFOIL MIDSPAN PRESSURE DISTRIBUTIONS,
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9a AIRFOIL MIDSP_N PRESSURE DIST,_;BUTIOlYS,
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FIG. gb AIRFOIL MIDSPAN PRESSURE DISTRIBUTIONS,




























00 q_ill_ • 0









I I I I I I I I
.SO 1.09 .OG .SO 1.00 .OO .Ge 1.06
X/BX
FIG. lOa AIRFOIL MIDSPAN PRESSURE DISTRIBUTIONS,
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FIG. lob AIRFOIL MIDSPAN PRESSURE DISTRIBUTIONS,
X/B× = 0.50, GRID IN, C×/Um = 0.78
50
.................... . , ._ •................
r 0,o STMOII.I





































FIG. 11a AIRFOIL MIDSPAN PRESSURE DISTRIBUTIONS,
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FIG. 11b AIRFOIL MIDSPAN PI_ESSURE DISTRIBUTIONS,




















































O.I 3.2 1 I 1 I 1 1 1 I
8.3 G. 4 0.5 8.$ 0.7 O.G 0.9 1.0
X/BX
.¢,
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1 I 1 I I 1 1 l ; I
0 g.I 8.2 e.S 0.4 0._ 0.6 8.;' 0.8 0.9 1.8
X/BX
























- I 1 I l 1 l I I 1 I
























! I I i ] ' 1 1 I r...... I
0.0 O.t e.2 0.3 0.4 0._ O.S 0.7 0._ O.Q t.O
X/DX
FiG. 14b SECOND STATOR PRESSURE DiSTRiBUTiON, ¢ = 0.'78
58
























I I I 1 T- 1 I 1 1 v
_.0 0.! e.2 0.!1 0.4 0.S G.S B.? 0.8 O.O 1.0
X/BX





1.5°STAGE TURIIDIE, $TA. 2-MIS, _ZI) OUT, X,'BX: O.S8
RUN NO.= S/ I lllJ_ RVG.= 0.116















RUN NO.: 5/ 1 QUAN RUG.: 1.830





FIG. 15a ABSOLUTE TOTAL PRESSURE AND VELOCITY FROM 5-HOLE PROBE






1.5-STaGE TUIIIIZNEo STA. 2-lOS, GRID OUT, X/IX- II.M
_,: 4/ 2 _ IW' ,: I,LSS






A_ A_ AXA_A_ _









RUN NO.: 4/ 2 QURN RV(.: 2.099




I I f I




ABSOLUTE TOTAL PRESSURE AND VELOCITY FROM 6-HOLE PROBE






















RUN NO.: 5/ 2 QUAN AVG.: 2.591






.00 0.50 I .nO I .:,0 2.00
PlTE_
FIG. 15c ABSOLUTE TOTAL PRESSURE ANB VELOCITY FROM 5-HOLE PROBE
TRAVERSE AT 1ST STATOR EX!T (X/Bx : 0.1Z), GRID OUT
62
6.09
RUN NO,: 5/ I QURN AVG.: 3.465














RUN NO.: 51 I QURN five.: 0.E,95














/,'4 ' FIG. 16a STATIC PRESSURE AND AXIAL VELOCITY FROM 5-HOLE PROBE




1.5-STRCE TURBINE, STY. 2-ABS, GRID flUT, X/BX= 0.50
RUN NO.: 4/ 2 QURN RVG.: 4.482

















RUN NO.: 4/ 2 QURNAUC.: 0.790
















FIG. 16b STATIC PRESSURE AND AXIAL VELOCITY FROM 5-HOLE PROBE





l.r3"$T_,,E TUPBIN[, _IR. _-_$. GRID OUT, I/gX_-- 8.50
mUN NO.= 5/ 2 OURN_VG.: G._34













R_DIUE : 27.00 CXIU QUa.= 0.960
1.100
1.050 1
• 0.50 _.58 2.801.00
PITCH
¢.
f;8' FIG. 16c STATIC PRESSURE AND AXIAL VELOCITY FROM 5-HOLE PROBE




1.5-$TnGE TURBINE, STA. 2-ABS, 6RZO OUT, X/BX: 0.50
RUN NO.: 5/ I OU_N hVC.: GT.E19












RUN NO.: 5/ I QUAN AVG.: -1,936







.30 0.50 1.00 i .50 2.00"
PITCH
If FIG. 17a ABSOLUTE YAW AND PITCH ANGLES FROM 5-HOLE PROBE






RUN NO.: 4/ 2
.... ',, • RRDIU$ : 27.00
_.., ,, ! I" *_ ,_,_,,_
- -,_.t:_ /STs.oo
Gz ": -, _.kLIT_

























41 2 @UAN _'.'C.: -1.948








ABSOLUTE YAW AN[ PI CH ANGLES FROM 5-HOLE PROBE
TRAVERSE AT 1ST S'rbTOR EXIT (X/Bx = 0.17), GRiD OUT
67
RUN NO.: 5/ 2 QUAh RVG.:















RUN NO,: 51 2 GUQN AVG.: -2.359








FIG. 17c ABSOLUTE YAW AND PITCH ANGLES FROM 5-HOLE PROBE
TRAVERSE AT 1ST STATOR EXIT (X/Bx = 0.17), GRID OUT
68
Z.S-$Tl_ IIIIIMNE, Ma. _lN, $l_l 110, X/OX= 0.M
IMI NO.= S/ 6 Olgm lug;.: 0.004












NO.: 5/ 5 _ It_,.: 1.04)






0.0A 1.60 L.N 1 .SO 2.0_
P][TCll
FIG. 18a ABSOLUTE TOTAL PRE,SSURE AND VELOCITY FROM 5-HOLE PROBE
TRAVERSE AT 1ST STATOR EXIT (X/Bx = O.17'), GRID IN
69
4.00
1.5-STAGE TURB%IE, STA. 2-A83, GRID iN, x/Bx: 0.50
RUN MO.: 5/ 4 QURN RUG.: 1.061













RUN NO.-- 51 4
RADIUS : ."7.00
r
p _bQN ¢_.'C.: 2.115





.00 0.50 I,P? ;.5C 2.On
FITCh
Ol,_ i)OOR QU-LI.,I'."Y,
FIG. 18b ABSOLUTE TOTAL PRESSURE AND VELOCITY FROM 5-HOLE PROBE








INN I_.: 5/ 3
II_IUS : 27,ee
mK;.: 1.$1o
cx/u Av(; .: o,9s?
(x/Ua : 0.96
__--T-'_ "[ ]











RUN NO.: S/ 3 QUAN AVG.: 2.E01
RAD%U$ : 27.B0 CX/U _UG.: 0.95?
1.00
0.00 O .50 1.00 1.50 2.80
PITCH
FIG. 18c
ABSOLUTE TOTAL PRESSURE AND VELOCITY FROM 5-HOLE PROBE























5/ 5 GURN AVC.: 0.E88








FIG. 19a STATIC PRESSURE AND AXIAL VELOCITY FROM 5-HOLE PROBE








I.S-STRGE TUR|INE, STR. 2-RI_S, GIIID 1N, X/0X: 8.50
RUN NO.: 5/ 4 gUM I_,UG.: 5.452
IlROIUS : 27.90 CX/U RVS.: e.778
2.0e
f I I






R;)NNO.: 51 4 0URN RVC.: 0.790














FIG. lgb STATIC PRESSURE AND AXIAL VELOCITY FROM 5-HOLE PROBE





1.5-$TRCE TURBINE, STA. 2-RB3, GRID IN, X/B)I: 0.50
RUN MO.: 51 ) QURNRUG.: 8.251


























FIG. 19c STATIC PRESSURE AND AXIAL VELOCITY FROM 5-HOLE PROBE





1.5-$TRGE TURBINE, STA. 2-AI_, GRIO IN, X/OX: 0.50
RUN #0.= 51 5 GUI_¢RVG.: 68.06L











RUN NE_.: 51 5 QUANAVC.: -2.248










O. 30 1 .O0
PITCH
v ;
J,.& • FIG. 2Oa ABSOLUTE YAW AND PITCH ANGLES FROM 5-HOLE PROBE








• ,_..d4., .i, --h_-.o u',,I,_ .,o, _d_A. u.
5/ 4 QUAIl _tG.: 67._1G4





























ABSOLUTE YAW AND PITCH ANGLES FROM 5-HOLE PROBE
TRAVERSE AT 1ST STATOR EXIT (X/Bx = 0.17), GRID IN
76
.L.O-btRbk IimULP,¢., bJ.N. _'-14_, biitJ.U 111, X/IJX: O.S(J
llrlN NO.= S/ 3 _ AVG.: 67.875































FIG. 2Oc ABSOLUTE YAW AND PITCH ANGLES FROM 5-HOLE PROBE
TRAVERSE AT 1ST STATOR EXIT (X/Bx = 0.17), GRID IN
77
6.00
1.5-.eTnCE TURBINE, STR. 3-REL, GRID OUT, _/BX-- O.SO
RUN N_.: 3/ 2 _UAN RV_.: 3.(,55










3/ 2 QUAN A"E.: l..C.




( .q(_ 0.50 J..qP j rr_
PITrH
FIG. 21a RELATIVE TOTAL PRESSURE AND VELOCITY FROM 5-HOLE PROBE











RUN NO.: 1/ 4 QUAN RVC.: 3.E98













RUN NO.: 1_ 4 CUh'J _=C.: I.T05
R,+D])C ": 2?.O r. _"/:I _"E._ 0.77_
0.00
I I I
0.50 I .00 i .50
PITCH
2.00
/ , FIG. 21b RELATIVE TOTAL PRESSURE AND VELOCITY FROM 5-HOLE PROBE








1.5-STAGE TURBINE, STA. 3-RELo GRID OUT, X/BX= 8.5B
RUN NO.: 31 5 QURN RVC.= 5.612










RUN ND.: 31 5 @UQN AVG.: 2.088
RQDIUS : 27.00 [X/U _VG.: 0.959
I. 50 _i
1.00
0.00 0.50 1.00 1.50
PITCH
2.0fl
.-4 FIG. 21c RELATIVE TOTAL PRESSURE AND VELOCITY FROM 5-HOLE PROBE




1.5-STRG[ TURBZNIE, STR. 3-REL, GRID OUT, X/BX= B.Se
RUN NO.: 31 2 _URN AVG.: 5.278







0.00 0.50 1,0Q 1.50 2,C0
PITCH
CX/UM
















FIG. 22a STATIC PRESSURE AND AXIAL VELOCITY FROM 5-HOLE PROBE












I,-_-_.TN[,E TURBINE, STN. ]-REL, CgIi, OU1, :','C : 0.50
RUN NO.= l/ 4 Qtl_i W'[,- _.;4 =.
RhDIJ_, : 27.00 CX/U _vC. _.77£
[x/Um : 0,78
I I I





RLrN NC.= 11 4 QU_N N"'.: O.E3O














FIG. 22b STATIC PRESSURE AND AXIAL VELOCITY FROM 5-HOLE PROBE
TRAVERSE AT ROTOR EXIT (,X/Bx = 0.36), GRID OUT
82
1.5-STAGE T'JgG_WE, STR. 3-REL, CRZO OUT, _/8x: 0.50
RUN NO.: 3/ 5 QUAN AVG.: 9.89@













_i,,r;C,.: 3/ 5 QOfiN A'.'C.: 1.087









0.00 C .50 t oo
FITCH
1.5_ ?.00
FIG. 22c STATIC PRESSURE AND AXIAL VELOCITY FROM 5-HOLE PROBE
TRAVERSE AT ROTOR EXIT (X/Bx = 0.36), GRID OUT
83
-50.00







-ss.oo I I 1




RUN N(_.: 3/ 2 QUAN AVC.: -0.1B0





-12,00 _ ] t I




FIG. 23a RELATIVE YAW AND PITCH ANGLES FROM 6-HOLE PROBE






1.5-ST_E TUIIt|INE, STA. 3-1_IEL, GRID OUT, X/BX: 0.50
IIUN NO,= L/ 4 _ I:_G.= -50.299









RUN NO.: 1/ 4 QURN AVC.: -9.026












FIG. 23b RELATIVE YAW AND PITCH ANGLES FROM 5-HOLE PROBE
TRAVERSE AT ROTOR EXIT (X/Bx = 0.36), GRID OUT
85 t
-50 .DO
1.5-STRGE 'IL_BINE, STA. 3-REL, GRID OUT, X/BX: 0.5B
RUN NO.= 3! $ QU_# AVG.-- -SS.381
















RUN N_.: 3/ 5 GUQN AVE.: -G.295
RQDIUS : 27,00 CXlU ARC.: 0.959
I I I
0.00 0.50 1.00 1.50 2.00
PITCH
FIG. 23c RELATIVE YAW AND PITCH ANGLES FROM 5-HOLE PROBE
TRAVERSE AT ROTOR EXIT (X/Bx = 0.36), GRID OUT
86
6.00
I._-$TAGE TURBINE, STA. _-REL, GR_D _X, :_,'P;': _.5(
RUN NO.: 3/ 8 QUAN AVG.: 3.79_

















P!IN N r ._- _' _ ( It,,'c.,r._ :.r!-





0.50 1.00 I .50
PITCN
.00
FIG. 24a RELATIVE TOTAL PRESSURE AND VELOCITY FROM 5-HOLE PROBE











..t.S-CT_GE TURBIflE, STfi. 3-REL, GRID IN, XtBX: 0.50
RUN NO.: 3/ 7 QURN RVC.: 4.928













RUN 'WC:.: 3/ 7 _U_N _'JC .: 1.717





I' FIG. 24b RELATIVE TOTAL PRESSURE AND VEI.OCITY FROM 8-HOLE PROBE






1.S-STAtE TLII_INIE, STIr. 3-1EL. rAtiO IN, X/IX: 11._8
RUN NO.: 31 6 _l_N AVG.= 7.173
ItAD1'US : 27.00 CX/IJ AVG.: 0.966
I I I






RUN NO.: 3/ 6 GU_N AVG.: 2.0?8









'b FIG. 24c RELATIVE TOTAL PRESSURE AND VELOCITY FROM 5-HOLE PROBE
TRAVERSE AT ROTOR EXIT (X/Bx = 0.36), GRID IN
8o
9.00
1.5-$TRGE TURBINE, STR. 3-REL, GRID IN, W/BX: 0.50
RUN _0.: 3/ 8 GUAN AVG.: g.031








I I I t
0.00 0.50 1.00 1.50
PITCH
2.00
RUN N_.: :/ 8 QURN RVC.: 0.707












0.5[' 1.00 1.50 2 ,OO
PITCM
J,
FIG. 25a STATIC PRESSURE AND AXIAL VELOCITY FROM 5-1-_OLE PROBE









1.5-$T_IGE TURBINE, 5TA. 3-REL, GRID IN, X/8;:: 0.50
RUN NO.: 3/ 7 QUANA_IC.: 7.E14







RUN NO.= 3/ 7 _UAN _VC.: 0.88E;









I I i i
o,0o 0.58 i .oo 1.5o
PITCH
2.00
FIG. 25b STATIC PRESSURE AND AXIAL VELOCITY FROM 5-HOLE PROBE
TRAVERSE AT ROTOR EXIT (×/B× = 0.36), GRID IN
9l
1,5-STRGE TURBINE, ,TR. 3-REL, GRID IN, X/BX: 0.50
RUN NO.: 3/ 6 QUAN AUG.: 11.417














c'h 'J . _/ 6 QUATJ _'_E.: 1.i19










O.O0 0.50 1.00 1.50
PITCH
.0C
FIG. 25c STATIC PRESSURE AND AXIAL VELOCITY FROM 5-HOLE PROBE







1._-£?RC( TURBZNE, STA. 3-REL, CRZD ZN, k,_k= _,50
RUN N0.: 31 8 QURN nVG.: -59._5£









RUN NO,: ?/ :: @UgN gVG.: 0.098






0.08 0.50 1.09 1.50
PITCH
2.80
FIG. 26a RELATIVE YAW AND PITCH ANGLES FROM a-HOLE PROBE
TRAVERSE AT ROTOR EXIT (X/Bx = O._6), GRID IN
g3 t
-SO .OO
X.5-$TRGE TURBINE, STR. 3-REL, GRID IN, X/BX: O.SO
RUN NO.: 3/ ? QURN RVG.: -58.175











RUN NO.: 3/ ? QUAN AV_.: -0.123





-12oo, I ; I
ooo e so i.oo _.so .00
PITCH
FIG. 26b RELATIVE YAW AND PITCH ANGLES FROM S-HOLE PROBE






1.5-STRGE TUR@INE, STR. 3-REL, GRID ZN, X/BX: 8.50
AUN MO.: 3/ 6 @UnN OUG.: -56.990












R_DIa_ : 27.00 CX/U _vZ.: 0.960
I l I
9.50 1.50 2.88
FI3. 26c RELATIVE YAW AND PITCH ANGLES FROM 5-HOLE PROBE








1.5-STRCE TURBZN[, STR. 4-RBS, GRID OUT, X/BX: 8.50
RUN NO.: B/ [ QUAN RUG,: 4,612
RRDIU5 : 27.00 CX/U RUG.: 0.676
CxlUm : 0.68
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FIG. 27a ABSOLUTE TOTAL PRESSURE AND VELOCITY FROM 6-HOLE PROBE
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FIG, 27b ABSOLUTE TOTAL PRESSURE AND VELOCITY FROM 6-HOLE PROBE
TRAVERSE AT 2ND STATOR EXIT (X/Bx = O.14), GRID OUT
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FIG. 27c ABSOLUTE TOTAL PRESSURE AND VELOCITY FROM 6-HOLE PROBE









1.5-$T_%GE TURBIN[, STY. 4-A8S, GRID OUT, X/[:x: 0.50
RUN NO.: 8/ I QUAN &lVC.: 7.281
ReID]US : 27.00 £X/IJ _UC.: 0.(76
Cx/Um : 0.50
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FIG. 28a
STATIC PRESSURE AND AXIAL VELOCITY F,4OM 5-HOLE PROSE
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FIG. 28b STATIC PRESSURE AND AXIAL VELOCITY FROM 5-HOLE PROBF
TRAVERSE AT 2ND STATOR EXIT (X/Bx = 0.14), GRID OUT
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FIG. 28c STATIC PRESSURE AND AXIAL VELOCITY FROM 5-HOLE PROBE
TR,.'_VERSE AT 2ND STATOR EXIT (X/Bx = 0.14), GRID OUT
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75.00
I.$-STRGE TURBINE, STR. 4-ReS, CRZD OUT, X/BX: 8.50
RUN NO.: 8/ i GU_N RVC.: E£.33B











RUN N[,.: E/ i QUAN _V[.: -1.752











F IG. 2ga ABSOLUTE YAW AND PITCH ANGLES FROM 5-HOLE PROBE





I.-_-_TNG£ TUPBIN_, _T_. 4-Op-, ¢_!D OU'r. X/F_X: 0._
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FIG. 2gb ABSOLUTE YAW AND PITCH ANGLES FROM 5-HOLE PROBE
TRAVERSE AT 2MD STATOR EXIT (X/Bx = 0.14), GRID OUT
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1.5-STRGE TURBZNE, STR. 4-RBS, GRZO OUT, XlBX: e.se
RUN NO.= 8/ 2 QURN RVC.: 6E.S73
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FIG. 2gc ABSOLUTE YAW AND PITCH ANGLES FROM 5-HOLE PROBE
TRAVERSE AT 2ND STATOR EXIT (X/B,K .-- 0.14)o GRID OUT
L.S-$TAG£ TURBZNE, STA. 4-ABS, GRZD TN, X/BX: 8.50
RUM NO.: 8/ 5 GUAN AVG.: 5.419
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FIG. 30a ABSOLUTE TOTAL PRESSURE AND VELOCITY FROM 5-HOLE PROBE




1.5-STQGE TURBINE, STQ. 4-ABS, GRID IN, X/BX: 0.50
RUN _0.: $/ 4 QUAN RVG.: 6.763
















RUN NO.: 81 4 QUQN QUC.: 1.922
RQDIUS : 27.80 CXlU AVG.: 0.778
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FIG. 30b ABSOLUTE TOTAL PRESSURE AND VELOCITY FROM 5-HOLE PROBE






RUN NO.: 8/ 3
R_IUS : 27.00
12.80.













_UN NO.: 6/ 3 GURN AVG.: 2.360
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FIG. 30c ABSOLUTE TOTAL PRESSURE AND VELOCITY FROM 5-HOLE PROBE
TRAVERSE AT 2MD STATOR EXIT (X/Bx = 0.14), GRID IN
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1.5-.C.T,_GE TURBINE, STA. 4-ABS, OPit', _'N, Y/B>I: O.
RUN NO.: _/ 5 @URN _%C..: 8.15_
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FIG. 31a STATIC PRESSURE AND AXIAL VELOCITY FROM 5-HOLE PROBE









1,5-STAGE TURB;NE, STA. 4-ABS, GR2D IN, X/BX: 8.50
RUN NO.: 8/ 4 QUA% AVG.: 10.300









RUN NO.: 8/ 4 _U_N _v_.= 0,761
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FIG. 31b
STATIC PRESSURE AND AXIAL VELOCITY FROM ,.-5-HOLE PROBE




loS-STaGE TURBINE, STn. 4-nSs, GRID IN, X/BX: 0.50
RUN NO.: 8/ 3 _UAN _vG.: 14.995
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STATIC PRESSURE AND AXIAL VELOCITY' FROM 5-HOLE PROBE
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FIG. 32a ABSOLUTE YAW AND PITCH ANGLES FROM 6-HOLE PROBE







1.5-STACE TUReINE, FTA. 4-RB_, GRID _N, X/BY: 0.58
RUN NO.: 8/ 4 OURN RUC.: 6(;._8(;









RUN NC_.: 8/ 4 QUAN AVC,: -1.465












FIG. 32b ABSOLUTE YAW AND PITCH ANGLES FROM 5-HOLE PROBE
TRAVERSE AT 2ND STATOR EXIT (X/Bx = 0.14), GRID IN
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RUN lO.: 8/ 3 QURN_VG.: 67.989
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FIG. 32c ABSOLUTE YAW AND P:TCH ANGLE,..H FROM 6-HOLE PROBE
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FIG. 33a CIRCUMFERENTIAL DISTRIBUTION OF TIME AVERAGED SPEED
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FIG. 33b CIRCUMFERENTIAL DISTRIBUTION OF TIME AVERAGED SPEED



































/:o FIG. 34a CIRCUMFERENTIAL DISTRIBUTION OF TIME AVERAGED SPEED
AND UNSTEADINESS AT ROTOR EXIT, GRID OUT
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FIG. 34b CIRCUMFERENTIAL DISTRIBUTION OF TIME AVERAGED SPEED
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FIG. 35a CIRCUMFERENTIAL DISTRIBUTIOR OF TIME AVERAGED SPEED
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FIG. 35b CIRCUMFERENTIAL DISTRIBUTION OF TIME AVERAGED SPEED
AND UNSTEADINESS AT 2ND STATOR EXIT, GRID IN
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TOT nVG.: 0.9309 RAN AVG.: 6.0217 PER AVG.: 8.919285
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FIG. 3Ga CIRCUMFERENTIAL DISTRIBUTION OF TIME
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CIRCUMFERENTIAL DISTRIBUTION OF TIME AVERAGED
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FIG. 37a CIRCUMFERENTIAL DISTRIBUTION OF TIME











STA 3 NOT FILM, ¢X_II: |.11J, X/IX: O.SO, R2D Ill
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FIG. 37b CIRCUMFERENTIAL DISTRIBUTION OF TIME







STA 4 1407 FILN, CX_llg: 0,'/11, X/IIX: O.SO. gRID OUT
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..., FIG. 38a CIRCUMFERENTIAL DISTRIBUTION OF TIME AVERAGED
AND UNSTEADINESS AT 2NO STATOR EXIT. GRID OUT
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TOT _VG.: O.KIO IAN AVG.= 0.0_02 P[_ mVG.: 0.01S011
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FIG. 38b CIRCUMFERENTIAL DISTRIBUTION OF TIME
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CIRCUMFERENTIAL DISTRIBUTION OF TIME AVERAGED SPEED
AND UNSTEADINESS AT 1ST STATOR EXIT, GRID OUT
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TOT RVG.: 0.0366 RAN AVG.: 0.C302 PER AVG.: 0.019778
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/:4 FIG. 39b CIRCUMFERENTIAL DISTRIBUTION OF TIME AVERAGED SPEED
AND UNSTEADINESS AT 1ST STATOR EXIT, GRID IN
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FIG. 40a CIRCUMFERENTIAL DISTRIBUTION OF TIME AVERAGED SPEED
AIND UNSTEADINESS AT ROTOR EXIT, GRID IN
128
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FIG. 40b
CIRCUMFERENTIAL DISTRIBUTION OF TIME AVERAGED SPEED




















TOT AVG.: 9.0715 RAN AV_.: 0.0559 PER AVG.: 0.025529
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FIG. 41a CIRCUMFERENTIAL DISTRIBUTION OF TIME AVERAGED SPEED
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